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ABSTRACT
There is a wealth of material in the oral tradition

of fantasy which can be used in creating gripping fiction for young
readers. One way of employing a tale from the oral tradition to
produce a modern fantasy is to superimpose the old story on 'a new one
in such a way that it is tightly interwoven in the action and meaning
of the new story. This technique may be seen in three recent novels.
"The Owl Service" by Alan Garner,."The Seal-Singing" by Rosemary
Harris, and "A Game of Dark" by William Mayne. These books exhibit
three different way's of combining the old and the new story so that
each novel provides a double perspective and is a fantasy of unusual
fascination and depth. (JM)
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All good fantaay can be Viewedjrom more. than. one perspective. -Since

fantasy knowa no age limits, a difference in:the viewpoint is made just by the

change that occurs as we, the readers, grow older or more mature. Thereia also

anew perspective created within many fantOies, a view of the world of reality

through the eyes of a character in some way different from the ordinary human.

Sometimes this is a perspective caused by a size difference, a Gulliver or a
0

Borrower seeing ordinary things from an unusual dimension, Or by a time change

within the -story, as in Philippa Pearce'a:haunting Tom's Midnight Garden._ Or

it might be that the reader is looking through the eyes of an animal, a water

rat or a pig named Wilbur; or through the character of some Other sort of non.,

human, a stuffed bear with very little brain or one. of the sturdy wooden soldiers

in Pauline Clarke's Return of the Twelves.

There is also the sort of fantasy which employe a specific story or type

of story from myth or hero tale or even folk tale, in which a different per-

spective is created by a pattern or setting, familiar from the oral tradition,

now peopled by new characters or retold in a new way. Many recent examples of

this use of old tales in new ways come to mind: the vivid retellings by Leon

Garfield and Edward Bliehen, which give a dramatic quality alMost like that of

a novel to Greek myth and hero' tale; the old story with a new twist, as in the

clever version of Noah's tale in The Moon in the Cloud by Rosemary Harris; the

'Old pattern with new characters, like Tolkien's quest stories in both The Hobbit

and. The Lord of the Rings.

A recent study of fantasy for,children has dismisaedthe sort which has its

origin in myth and folk tales as worn out. "Perhaps it. is presumptuous to say

anything against a form which has survived so long," the writer says, "and which

has so many distinguished exemplars, but in my opinion it is difficult in the

age of television to say anything fresh in this format. Ten thousand TV cartoons

have cranked the life out of it, often cleverly."1 This seems to me a surprising

assessment. It is true, of course, that the wise-cracking modernized folktale

has reworked again and again to a wearying stereotype. It is also true that

it is difficult to say anything fresh in_this format. It is difficult to say

anything fresh in ,arm format. But just as we begin to think a form is used up,

a book will appear that breathes new life into it and gives us renewed insights
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into its possibilities. Certainly even since the coming of television we have

had some marvelous examples of fantasy employing stories from the oral tradition: ,

Tolkien'S later works, all the books by Alan Garner and Rosemary Harris and Mollie

Hunter and Ursula LeGuin, and the best of William Mayne- -the list could go on and

on. Yet such is the wealth of material fro:lithe oral tradition that it has hardly

been touched as source material for fantasy for children.

One particular way of employing an old story to produce a modern fantasy de-

serves to be examined more closely. The old story is superiMposed on a new one,

so that the power of the tale from. the oral tradition operates in the modern story.,

tightly enmeshed in the action and meaning. This technique, is exhibited in three .

recent novels for young. people, The Owl Service, by Alan'Garner, The Seal -Singing,

by Rosemary Harris, and A Game of Dark, by William-Mayne. All these bodice happen

to be by English writers, a fact whiCh may be significant since the, English have

long produced superior fintasy and have always been more at home with myth and

hero tale than we have in this country. All three books seem to me important not

only because they are gripping stories told by experts, but also because they ex-

hibit three quite different ways this combination Ri old and new story can be

written to produce a double perspective and a fantasy of more than ordinary

fascination and depth..

In structure, the simplest of these-three books is Mayne's A Game of Dark.

Donald, a fifteen-year-old in a drab provincial English town, really inhabits two

worlds. One is his own, in which his invalid father, now dying, and his pie -

occupied mother urge on him a Methodism, meaningless to him, which dominates their

lives, and Mr. Braxham, "Berry", a hip Anglican priest, seems to offer an alterna-

tive that never quite comes to grips with Eonald'S problems. The other is the

medieval world of some impoverished village tormented by a monster worm, a crea-

ture which has come out of the sea and settled nearby,' nightly visiting the town,

to seize and devour villagers, leaving a hideous trail of stinking and caustic

slime. These two worlds alternate, sometimes for a paragraph, sometimes for pages

at a time. The skill with which Mayne slips back and forth is admirable. A

reader is never confused about where he is, never uncomfortably aware of the

shift from one setting to the other, and, a greater achievement, remains con-

tinually interested in what is going on in both worlds.

Although this alternation from one world to another is simple in structure;

it is not the familiar pattern of fantasy in which a character from the present,

usually aided by some magic device, moves to another time oriftace, has adven-

tures, then returns to his real existence. Donald's two worlds have both
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parallels and contrasts, and what happens in one has some effect on what happens
in the other. In each he must overcome a "monster", something he cannot hope to
do until he has matured in understanding. At home it is not so much his father
who is his opposition as father's illness and Donald's own guilt for not feel-
ing sympathy and love:

What he noticed most about the pain Mr. Jackson had to bear
was his own inability to appreciate and understand it. It
meant to him a white-faced man of uncertain temper and dour
disposition, and the necessity of keeping. quieter than usual...

This is complicated by the fact that his father's suffering is unnecessary; he
could get relief if he would allow the doctor to give him injections, but he re-
fuses on the religious grounds that one should bear one's pain willingly. In the
medieval village, Donald, there known as "Jackson", is at first simply a boy from
the north .tho has wandered into the area; then he is commandeered to be a servant
to the lord of the castle, later promoted to squire, and at last made a field-
knight. There the problem is the worm, which he and the lord have managed to

control temporarily by leaving a cow each night for_. it to eat. It is a formidable
opponent:.

It came on, screwing its way toward the cow.. It was about
ninety feet long, of a white colour, limbless, and had two
protuberances, one either side, about half way along itself.
The head was a searcher on a thick neck. The mouth opened and
closed in time to its movements forwards. Its eyes were not
plain to see, but it had been proved to possess sight, and a
sense of smell and it could hear. More than that, it could
sense people who were out of sight, not moving and downwind
of it, so that it had an extra sense of detection.

It approached the cow. The cow bellowed and tried to
run, but the rope held it. The worm opened a mouth with a
ten foot jaw, cast out a clasp of vapour that sparkled in
the moonlight, and took the cow in. Then it stood still.
The cloud of vapour hung in the'air, then fell in a white
drift to the ground. The worm lifted its head, made a
movement of its neck,, and spat something out.

"Skin and horns'," said the lord. "Bleached white."3

The parallels in the two concurrent stories are not one-for-one in any
allegorical sense. Donald and Jackson are, of course, the same person, although

during the book much more time elapses for Jackson. The characters of Berry and
the lord form the closest parallel; both seem to offer some hope and protection
to the boy, both confess to an earlier mistake which should have given them

understanding and insight, yet both nevertheless fail him at the crucial time.

In both worlds there is a conflict between doing things in the accepted pattern,
which does not work, or doing things in an unorthodox way,&in which even when
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one is sdccessful he will be considered a failure. Even the hero tale of the

medieval .village is not resolved in the usual pattern. The knight hired to slay

the serpent runs away; the lord, who follows all the correct forms, is defeated

hideously; Jackson, whose bravery finally overcomes the monster, is driven from

the town because he hva not acted according to the code. Butit is one'sknowl-

edge of the.usual medieval hero tale pattern that gives meaning to Jackson's story

and, indirectly, to'Donald's story.

There are some unresolved questions in the book. How much hint of homOsex-

uality is inteneed in 3erry's character? He firt.t appears at the Youth Guild

with "his left arm arotind the shoulders of Jack Copley, and his right arm round

the shoulders of Lanky Errington"
4

and is continually touching, hugging, patting

the boys; he deems to be nice to the girls as a matter of duty and says frankly

that he likes Donald better than he liked Donald's sister, whom, nevertheless,' he

had managed to convert; his own two children, we are told for no other apparent

reason, are adopted. How much of Mr. Jackson's invalidism is psychosomatic?
"-

Donald's mother says, "There never was much wrong physicw11y....We knew it was a

visitation from God."5 How much is his death caused by his refusal to take the

injections? At the end, he has an inflamation of the lungs, which, presumably,

antibiotics might have cured. These questions do not, I think, indicate a weak-

ness in Mayne's writing. It is important that everything not be tied up in a neat

package, since part of Donald's final awareness is that things do not operate by

the prescribed rules and in the looked-for patterns; Mayne's skill is in using

the form of the traditional hero tale to,give meaning to the story of a maturing

twentieth-century boy.

Jackson's story can be explained, of course, as simply.a self-induced

fantasy into which Donald retreats when the real world is too miserable to bear.

He himself partially understands this, seeing himself as both Donald and Jackson

at once, and having a choice between the two selves:

He was being some other person, he found, in a crisp buzzing

world of hard light and hard ground and hard people. Then,

for a moment again he was Donald walking towards the bridge,-

and the boy who that morning, perhaps, had called himself

Jackson to-a girl on a hillside. For a moment he could
choose again which he would be. One is real, he said to

himself. Donald is real. The other is a game of darkness,

and I can be either and step from one to the other as I

like. So he chose to stay on the sleeping shelf, without

knowing how completely he became the person there.6

The eventsof the other two books are not so easy to explain. The 3eal-

SinginK has an almost gothic setting, an old castle on an is lanf off the Scottish
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coast, and eruloys a pair of local legends about the seals which breed on the

island. Much Scottish folklore is concerned *with the human quaVties of seals,

seal parentage, the .3ilkie or seal-lovor, but it is not'specifically with this

sort of story that Rosemary Harris is concerned. In her book there are really

three stories operating. The present day story is about four teen-agers summer-

ing on Carrigonia island, three of whom are cousins of sort sort and the fourth a

hired hand. Cattiona and Toby are first cousins, old friends, joint owners (or

at least heirs to) the castle, and, we find out soon, surprisingly innocent lovers.

They are joined by a more distant cousin Miranda, a spoiled, lonely girl of six-

teen, just between Toby and Cat in age, who is being dumped on them by her di-

vorced parents during her school holidays. Colin, the boy who works on the island,

is both an employee and a friend, described somewhat improbably as a tough Irish

slum boy from Glasgow. Toby is spending his summer looking for and then raising

a baby seal, a project which involves all of them and becomes intertwined with

the two legends of seals which also operate in the book. The first is the legend

of St. Culzean who "blew in from Ireland, one day, in that casual way the early

Christians had."7 The seals, who bred on the island, at first tried to prevent

his landing by wrecking his coracle. As Toby explains to Miranda,-

"He preached to them.' Like St. Francis, only with more
difficulties, when you think of the waves. At first they
wouldn't listen, and rocked the boat harder. But St. Culzean
lifted his eyes heavenward and prayed for a sign, to convert
these, wayward little brothers who were making things too
difficult for hieto land and convert the heathen. "All at
oncethe water round the coracle was full of salmon, leaping
and dancing. The seals leaped and danced too, to catch the
salmon. When they'd eaten there was a great calm, and swim-
ming under the coracle they bore it lovingly toward the'shore."

The second legend is about a direct ancestress of all three cousins, Lucy, a

girl reputed in her time to be a witch, whose portrait hangs in the hallway of

the castle, where she grew up in the sixteenth century. She started her unhappy

life as a very religious girl, specially in tune with the chapel and the memory

of St. Culzean, and with the unusual ability to "call the seals", summoning them

by the special Seal-Singing, Whose words and melody Cat and. Toby teach to Miranda.

She was married young and unhappily, and, virtually a prisoner on Carrigonia,

began to dabble in witchcraft, as her grandfather was reputed to have done, and

eventually found a lover, a young man who, like St. Culzean Centuries before,

"did blow in--from Ireland".
9 When her husband was about to return and find her

pregnant, she did a terrible thing. In order to finance her escape with her

lover, she called the trusting seals in and let her ruthless lover massacre the

6
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young ones for their pelts. She '-aid her lover started away, but the boat was

wrecked just off shore. knd the remaining seals left the island. Her vindictive

41P husband had her buried outaide the chapel ground without prayers, and the day

after she was buried the seals returned.

In the present-day story, Lucy's tale is reenacted, with variations. Miranda,

who is musically adept, learns the Seal-Singing from her two cousins one stormy

night, and while-she is singing it, her hands on the guitar stem to bah her and

Cat to change, to become someone else's hands wearing the ring which"Lucy's grand,

father, the warlock, wears in his portrait. Miranda feels the lamplight fade.

....the guitar blurred too: smaller and darker,'and a
different shape. And the hands were white, with the heavy
enameled ring on the long, elegant, middle finger. Smooth
and white, and the fingers plucked so-- These hands,
plucking so knowledgeably, are not ITL 4ne__10

This is the first of a series of strange happenings in the book, hallucinations

perhaps, hysteria, mass hypnosisthe options are left open for the reader. The

events are so inseparable from the atmosphere of_the island--the sudden gales,

the howling winds, the crumbling ruins of the chapel- -that one is never sure how

much is real and how much in in the imaginations of the characters.

But there are some very. real practical problems. The day after Miranda learns

the Seal-Singing, the seals are found to have left Carrigonia. This is serious

because while Carrigonia is a game refuge, on the nearby islands hunters are

allowed to slaughter a quota of young seals for their pelts, and this season they

have not found enough seals to fill their quota. Shortly after this occurrence

Miranda finds an injured baby seal and Toby adopts it, turning the efforts of

everyone on the island, including the cook and caretaker couple who,are ostensibly

looking after the young people, to its cure and feeding. Partly because she is

spoiled and oored, and partly because she feels excluded by her cousins, Miranda

makes friends with a boy from the mainland and inadvertently reveals the, secret

that the seals have left Garrigonia for a nearby island. From then on she seems

forced to act the part of Lucy or, more precisely, to make reparations in her role

as Lucy for the damage to the seals done so long ago is the earlier tale.

It would be easy enough to dismiss this book as a thriller well written but

like many others full of witches, flickering lights, wailing winds--all the para-

phernalia of One Step Beyond or Inner Sanctum. The use of the legend, however,

taken seriously by the characters and by the writer, lifts the story into another

Category. It is through the parallels to the legend that one understands Miranda's

conflicts and strength, and Catriona's, too$ since she is entangled in it in her

7



own way. -2oly :om:,ntically involved with his seal and Colin is a realist.

The rirls an- more mature. i-erhaps for this reason, or perhaps because in folklore

female hur:Ine, sr' tratlitionally more involved with seals, the girls see most of

the v1;:on:,, if indeed what they see is not as real as Colin's turf-cutting.

In The Owl service there is no question of whether the fantasy is real or

brcght cn by some sort of self-hypnosis among the characters. From the first few

piwes we know something is happenin:: beyond the ordinary events of our world, some-

t:.iztv; trirentening and powerful, over which the characters will not have full con -

trol. Of the three books, this has the most complex structure and is perhaps the

76st interesting in its use of old story. In it a Welsh myth is reenacted in the

present generation, but the reader also gradually becomes aware that it rs're-14

enacted in each generation, and it is the sorting out of who plays the various

!)arts now and in the preceding generation that gives much of the fascination to

rlo book.

The Celtic legend forming the background for The Owl Service is the story of

:ilodeuwend from the Mabinogion. Blodeuwedd is the wife made from flowers'for

Llew Llaw Gyffes by Gwydion, his father, who is a wizard., Blodeuwedd takes a

lover, Gronw, and persuades him to kill her husband. Llew Llaw Gyffes, however, '

does not die but is turned into an eagle, and Gwydion finds him and restores him

to his former shape. Gwydion and Llew Llaw gyffes then kill Gronw and change

Blodeuwedd into an owl.

The present-day story takes place in a Welsh valley, presumably the very

valley in which the story of Blodeuwedd first occurred. Allison, who is heir to

a house through her father's family, is spending the summer there with-her-mother, 4_

her recently acnuired step-father, Clive, and step-brother, Roger. Their cook is <,

Nancy, a woman who grew up in the valley but left and has only recently returned

with her son, Gwyn. The three who form the triangle in the present-day reenact-

ment are Allison, Gwyn and Roger. The onl"ther important character is Huw, a

local worker who appears to the English (Roger and Clive and Allison's mother)

to be a sort of rustic handiman, but who is considered by the people of the

valley as a noble, a lord. With Bertram, now dead,,Huw and Nancy formed the

triangle in the immediately preceding generation, as we learn through the unfold-

ing of the present day story.

Only Huw really knows what is happening. By tampering with nature in giving

the flowers a human mind and then denying the human quality by turning Blodeuwedd

into an owl, Gwdion upset some fine balance and unleashed a power that builds up

inexorably until it finds a human mind to inhabit again. At the time of the story,

8
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the rower tc an unbearibl, force. he people cf thc, vrdley do not

understan.4 it, but tncv .01 it ':ominr. Huw knows, but even Huw seems to have

mixed the stor; up. "'he have the bloot.," he tells Gwyn.

"'4e have the blooa....And we must bear it. A lord must look A

to his people, and they must not suffer for his wrong.
kvhen I took the rowers of the oak and thr broom and the
meadow-sweet, and made them woman, that was a great wrong- -
to give those powers a thinking mind."11

Gwyn tells him he's muAled and Huw replies, with fear, "What do I know?..What

do I know....I know more than r know...I don't know what I know...The weight, the

weight of itl"
12

Gwyn instinctively feels the power, and being an intelligent boy has figures

it out better than anyone else. He tells Allison:

"I think this valley really is a kind of reservoir. The

house, look, smack in the middle, with the mountains'all round,
shutting it in, guarding the house. I think the power is
always there and always will be. It builds up.and builds up
until it has to be let loose--like filling and emptying a dam.
And it works through people."13

The power gathers to the exploding point within the three young people, but

It does not destroy them as it nearly destroyed the three in the gpnerntion before

them, and so the valley is saved, at lease for another generation. Belief in

this power, therefore belief in the essential truth of the legend, is important

to an appreciation of the book. Garner captures the reader's belief early and

never for a parrwraph relaxes his hold on it.

All three of these books move with a pace and tension typical of some of t

best writing for young people in recent years. A reader jumps into the middle o

a story and is not favored with any leisurely explanation of who is who or what in

happening. In this, the writers use a technique close to that of the old stories,

of ballads and i)tory-telling, but converted into a tight, written narrative style.

It is an exciting tempo, used, I think, most often by'the En iich, by 1,.ayne in

Ravensgill and by Peter Dickinson in his science fiction, by Leon Garfield in his

180 century period novels. It is also demanding. The books have no;,e of the

condescension that characterized much "teen-age fiction" not long ago, 1/42ertainl!

come of the best authors currently writing are producing all types of fiction for

this audience, and among the novels are some first rate English fantasies. To

these fantasies are far more interesting than much of Americnn fiction for the

same age group concerned with topical social and psycholopicP1 probleml,.

None of these three books isperfect. All, I think, have some weakness in

characterization. Berry, the Anglican minister in A Gnme of Dark, it drawn as too
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facil and have to know that he is the sort of person who :

buddy-btaic'y .1th i;. :.ounLters at the Muth Guild but will fail Donald when tl

boy really nLeds uner_tanninF, yet he is :a uft:_ympathetically picured that ..

hard to see why 1:onald would turr to him as a father-figure. In The seal -S1., .

the girias are convincing, and even Toby, thouFh he neemo rather imat,re for

seventeen yes. , iF cceptble. But I cannot believe that COlin is a street-w,

boy from a alum in CLasow--or any other city. He is usef:1 in the structure (1:

character relationships as the steady, 1;ractica1 one of the quartet whose accep-

tance of the strange phenomena casts doubt on the mass-hallucination explanatien,

but he remains a character set there by the author and manipulated to serve a

purpose. The Owl Service has some skillful character, ;.t'inn of minor charaCters.

To make a figure as strange as Ruw believable takes a real ability, yet I never

doubted his reality. Nancy, gwyn's mother, is a strong figure, and Clie, Allison's

step-father, is well-drawn. Even Allison's mother, who never actually appears on

the scene, is well-known to a reader through her effect on the other characters.

But Roger, cne of the three teen -agers in the central triangle, seems weak.

knOw about him, but we ,aon't know him as an individual. And since he is essential

to the resolution of the plot, this seems to me a flaw in the book.

3ut all these criticisms are simply assessments of why three fine books are

not even better than they are. None of the weaknesses is caused by or directly

concerned with the inclusion of material from the oral tradition. The u3e of

.
4th or legend as an operative force in the modern story isone of the---?eal

strengths of each book. This is combined, of course, with a narrative rkill of

unusual awility by all three authors. The strength of the old stories comes

from the siftinF through generations of oral retellings, until non-essentials are

removed and what remains are stories showing genuine understanding of the human

condition. It is easy to imagine the same format used by an inferior writer to

produce books insulting to the intelligence of their young audience. In Pict,

to use thi$ format a writer must not only have ability, he must take the legenaary

material seriously, believe in its essential truth, before he can employ its power

in a story of the contemporary world. iie"have all read books in which the author

uses material without seeming to grasp its real significance. Compare, for
A

instance, the strength of The Lord of the Rings or even The lobbit with the_ thin-

ness of the Pry lain series by Lloyd Alexander. Tolkien not only was steeped in \

material from the Norse and Celtic oral tradition ,he also took it seriously and

understood its real meaning. Alexander, it seems to me, has read the MabinogiOn

and used it as an artificial structure without ever exhibiting e true understand-

ing of its underlying seriousness.

.10
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Like lay :Grr, t:IP fantasy ich emIloys !rateri-,1 from the ora tradi-

tion cPn 17flo -oor :r-Ictitibners. 'iut for thP writer who 'e.nows he

mntervil we 1. 4 d appre.1.t, ossibilities and r.ho skill t. handle

it well, 0.ere 1:i a reserve of power in these atorles tl-ped y . The

world of tod!1, seen through the age -old meanings of legend, is a wor d of

previously nsupected depth for young reader9 and of prwise of both terror and

joy. It this double perspective that has produced some'ofthc mo =t intbrest-

Ang rec nt.fantasy and could be a source of other fine work as more /driters redis-..

cover here long - forgotten tales.

4
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